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KNOW YOUR NATIONAL FLAG: QUIZ

B.ED curriculum is all known for its various project works, which enables a student to be one
of the best teachers. Students are held for mocks at various stages. Co-curricular activity are
the medium where students got to learn a lot of new things.

 An activity was being organized in which the students of all houses had to solve some
questions based on our national flag ( tiranga ) .  The winner would be announced based
on the maximum number of correct questions. This activity was organized on
12th,August,2022.
Students enjoyed this a lot as it was a brainstorming activity.

New Education Policy 2020 has
played a significant role in the
developmentof  
educationsystem in India which
focuses on the holistic and
enjoyable learning of the
learners. These
recommendations of the NEP
2020 have resulted in a
paradigm shift in education. In
the present scenario, the role
of heterogeneity in classrooms
with context to NEP 2020
cannot be neglected 

and it is also true that different stakeholders of education are attempting to cater heterogeneity in
classrooms.  In an attempt to understand the concept of holistic and enjoyable learning and its
implication in the classroom, Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and Training, Delhi took the
initiative to organize one week Faculty Development Programme on the topic “National Education
Policy 2020 – Holistic and Enjoyable Learning in the Presence of Heterogeneity” from 3rdAugust’ to
10th August’ 2022 at Google Meet Application.

NATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY 2020 – HOLISTIC AND ENJOYABLE 
LEARNING IN THE PRESENCE OF HETEROGENEITY
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 Workshop
Inter House Debate

       Competition   



World Ozone Day, observed every year on September 16, is also known as the
‘International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer’. The need to declare an action
to preserve the ozone layer introduced as a result of the outset of its depletion. In viewof
this, Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and training organised a one-day online
workshop on the occasion of World Ozone Day on 16th September 2022. The theme of the
workshop was Montreal Protocol@35: “global cooperation protecting life on earth”.The
entire programme was organised by Ms. Rekha Ghalot, Assistant. Professor, GIAST and
Ms. Shikhi Rohilla , HOD of Biology of a renowned CBSE Affiliated school.  The workshop
aimed to create greater awareness among the teaching and student communities related
to the theme .

WORKSHOP WORLD OZONE DAY

INTER-HOUSE DEBATE COMPETITION: TEACHERS PLAY A MAJOR ROLE IN
MOULDING CHILD’S LIFE THAN PARENTS”

As a part of co-curricular activity,
Gitarattan Institute of Advanced
Studies and Training   organized a
debate competition on the theme”
teachers play a major role in moulding
child’s life than parents”
There were two teams in the debate
competition one was in the favor of the
topic and other team was against of the
topic in all the four houses. Each team
presented their opinion and explained
their perspective on the view in brief.
Both the teams A and B gave their best
and maintain the decorum of the
discussion with facts and figure.

.
It was an enriching experience for the students to learn something from each other. In the end
everybody came on the same page by coming jointly with the conclusion that teachers and parents
both are very important in the child’s life. We cannot compare teachers and parents with each other
they both play varied role at different levels in the child’s life.
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AAGAAZ-2022_
ORIENTATION CUM FRESHER'S PARTY

AAGAAZ-2022 EVENTS ORGANISED TO WELCOME THE UPCOMING NEW GENERATION FOR B.ED AND D.EL.ED
2022. STUDENTS WERE ENTHUSIASTIC ENOUGH TO GO WITH THE FLOW. THIS WAS AN ORIENTATION CUM
FRESHER’S PARTY, WHERE STUDENTS WERE MADE COMFORTABLE AND WERE  INTRODUCED WITH THE
TEACHERS AND THEIR PEER GROUP.  

THE EVENT STARTED WITH  GANESH VANDANA AND SARASWATI VANDANA PERFORMED BY THE STUDENTS OF
B.ED 2ND YEAR   FOLOWED BY RAMP WALK. MESMERIRIZING PERFORMACES WERE GIVEN BY D.EL.ED  2ND
YEAR  STUDENTS.

THEREAFTER, FEW STUDENT SHOWED THEIR HOBBIES FOLLOWED BY PUBJANI DANCE PERFORMED BY  B.ED
SECOND YEAR GIRLS.

FINALLY MISS FRESHERS AND THE OTHER AWARDS WERE ANNOUNCED WHICH WAS FOLLOWED BY CAKE
CUTTING AT LAST AND THANK YOU GIVEN BY TEACHERS. ON THE WHOLE THE PROGRAMME WAS ORGANIZED
IN SYNC BY D.ELED AND B.ED II YEAR STUDENTS WHICH WAS APPRECIATED BY TEACHERS TOO.



An inter house competition for concept mapping was organised in Gitarattan Institute of Advanced
Studies and Training on 28 oct 2022.

 For the successfully completion of activity pupil  teachers were allotted the respective house and they
formed groups of four pupil  teachers each. Divided groups had chosen topic of their interest and made
concept map for their topic.Everyone participated with great zeal and enthusiasm. Each group
prepared eye catching concept maps that explained the topics very well.

 The activity was conducted successfully and it  made the pupil  teachers to realise the need and
importance of concept mapping and also how to make a concept map. It  was a great experience for all
the pupil  teachers.

Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies And Training celebrated Diwali with great zeal and
enthusiasm on 21st October 2022.
 Diwali is celebrated because this day Lord Rama returned to his home Ayoddhya after 14 years of
vanavasa. On this day Lord Ganesha and Goddess Lakshmi are being worshipped. There were
dance performances and a pooja organized by the students and the faculty members in the institute
premises. There was a rangoli competition and board decoration competition organized on the
same day and the corridors and classes were beautifully decorated with rangolis, diyas, candles
etc.

DIWALI CELEBRATION 2022

INTER HOUSE CONCEPT MAPPING COMPETITION 
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EXTENSION WORKSHOP:
 HOW TO MAKE COMMUNICATION EFFECTIVE

An extension lecture was held on 14 th November in the college premises . The Resource Person
Prof. (Dr.) P.M. Johri, Director ofGIBS, GGSIPU. The theme was How to Make Communication
Effective. Sir begins with the quote from Bhagavad Gita that “Speech
should be be truth. Beneficial to the listeners. Pleasant to hear. Made only after thought and self
study.” Then he explained the term
WATCH as follows:

W - WATCH
A - ACTION
T – THOUGHT
C – COMMUNICATION
H – HABBIT

The extended lecture was a
great success as it
provided insight,
inspiration and enriching
knowledge to use effective
communication
skills.

The session was started with a warm welcome of ma’am Ms. Balbir Kaur. She began
her session in an interactive mode by asking the pupil teachers about the importance of
Time Table and Academic Calendar in a school. Pupil teachers responded in an effective
way which gave a reflection about their awareness about the topic. She then continued
by explaining the significance of preparation of time table and academic calendar. She
has put emphasis on how to allocate time on a particular subject per week and
elaborated on it with the help of an example. Difficulty level of scholastic subject,
availability of teacher in that slot, inclusion of co-scholastic subjects are some points
that are to be considered while preparing Time Table for a school.



A house activity – Think out of the Box was organized on 11 November in the Gitarattan Institute
of Advanced studied and Training. It was conducted in groups as well as individually. Teacher
Trainees were asked to think and present their thoughts through story, poem, quiz quote, ppt,
and videos or by any other instrument/ source of their choice.

 All the students of D.EL.Ed. And B.Ed. participated and performed under the guidance of
supervisors allotted to supervisor of the house teachers.

Learners were highly delighted by the opportunity as they were able to look into matter through
different perspectives and it even helped them in holistic personality development with enhanced
writing and listening skills.

A HOUSE ACTIVITY – 
THINK OUT OF THE BOX

A workshop on “Mindfulness in classroom” was conducted in college premise on 9th
November 2022 (Wednesday) at college playground. The experienced resource persons Ms.
Prachi Tanwar and Mr. Gaurav Chandna were invited to host the workshop belonging from a
renowned CBSE affiliated school. The workshop open new horizon to yoga and Meditation
which encouraged the trainees towards adopting healthy lifestyle and to how to manage
schedules.

 



EXTENSION LECTURE:
 USE OF ICT AS AN ASSESSMENT TOOL
“TECHNOLOGY WILL NEVER REPLACE GREAT TEACHER’S , 

BUT IN THE HANDS OF GREAT TEACHER, IT’S TRANSFORMATIONAL”

 

n extension workshop was held on 30th November via google meet on the theme of  USE of
ICT as an ASSESSMENT TOOL . The speaker was Ms. Chandni Agarwal, an educator with 25
years of enriching IT experience. She is currently associated with Maharaja Agrasen Model
school. The theme of the workshop was use of ICT as an assessment tool. Ms. Chandni started
with explained about various technological tools like  power point, kahoot and google form
which will empower the teacher to make assessment effective in a 21st century classrooms.
Then she organized a quiz to make everyone attentive and so we can reflect upon it.

ATTRIBUTION OF SIGNIFICANT LIFE EXPERIENCE: 
ASSIMILATION OF OBSERVATIONS
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NATIONAL WEBINAR: “NATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY 2020: 
THE CHALLENGES AHEAD”

he technical session-2 was followed by an Open Discussion, where participants were invited to put
forward their queries and ideas. The session came to its conclusion with expression of gratitude by
Ms. Jasleen Kaur Kohli, Assistant Professor, Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and Training,
as she on the behalf of entire Gitarattan family, thanked the honorable resource persons for both
the sessions for their valuable insights on the theme and the participants for their active
engagement throughout the session.

The presence of dignitaries, an impressive line-up of scholars from various institutions, an array of
carefully selected, well-researched and well-presented papers on the subject, all came together to
help Gitarattan team admirably conduct this National Seminar. This seminar has, without a shade
of doubt, made the academic fraternity richer, with the additional literature in form of scholarly
works on the subject.



EXCURSION TO LOHAGARH FARMS

Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and Training organized a college trip dated
17th December, 2022 to Lohagarm Farms Gurugram, Haryana. We all together with the
school students departured the college at 8;30 am and reached the destination at 10:00
am sharp. We together our supervisor Mrs. Rekha ma’am we left and went to click some
pictures for remembring the memorable day. She with 17 girls later went and enjoy
some refreshing lemonade. We later went and explore t

the farm and tried some cool adventure sports. Some of us went and tried the regional
dresses of Rajasthan and put henna too. We played several games like sack race,
trampoline, archery and pottery. We again reunite ma’am while having lunch and had
some sweets after meal. Later went to watch swarns and haunted house. Later at
3:30pm before leaving we had a Dj session and left the place at 4:30pm. It was a great
trip we all enjoyed a lot. We reached school at 8:00pm and later disperse and went to
our respected destinations.



An Extension Lecture was held on January 17th, Tuesday, 2022 in our college and the speaker was
our Chairman, S.K Bhatia sir.
Sir has been a part of the CIE, Department of Education for 23 successful years. He has been an
associate professor at SCERT and
multiple schools as well. He has published several research papers nationally and internationally.
Having authored more than 16 books and been a guiding torch for our college for 25 years, Sir is a
true inspiration and has the power and mind to influence people with his words and thoughts.

Some of the major themes and topics that were touched upon were the guidelines and prompts that
would help us maintain a reflective journal which would include our observations and reflections on
the pedagogical practices and experiential learning. Sir enlightened us with multiple angles that
could be discovered while observing classroom management including pedagogical practices,
reflection on the roles and responsibilities as well as our reflection on the field activities.

This extension lecture was yet
another enlightening session with
sir, where we were made well aware
of the eternal knowledge and
guidance by sir. Sir discussed the
guidelines related to our PSE-1 and
shared with us his valuable
experience, leading us to a better
understanding.

It was a much-needed and enlightening session where sir’s experience and guidance helped us
understand the task and PSE-1 in a better manner. It is always a delight to have him and his
extension lectures truly help us in understanding the technical aspects of our programme.

EXTENSION LECTURE PSE1
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Inter College Fest
Orientation Programme 
Poster Making
Womens Day
Holi Celebration
Essay Writing Competition 
Student March
Poster Making
Extension Lecture 



ANUGOONJ-2023-INTER COLLEGE FEST
College festivals are one of the best times in
any students' college life where they get
opportunities to showcase their talent, gain
new experiences, find their hidden talents,
and not
to forget, have lots of fun. On such college
festival, Anugoonj, was held in Guru Gobind
Singh
Indraprastha University, Dwarka from 2nd
March 2023 to 4th March 2023. A three days
festival was organized within the GGSIPU
campus itself. The campus was decorated
beautifully and various arrangements were
made for competitions and the guest artists
that
were invited. competitions such as Debate,
Just a minute, Street Play, Group Song,
Poetry, Collage Making,On the spot painting,
Footloose, and Quiz are few examples. All
the competitions where held on different
days and proper venue was allotted for each
one of them. Moreover, the studentscof the
college took part actively throughout the
festival. They were involved in numerous
activities such as planning & organizing,
volunteering, setting up stalls, etc. The
playgroup of the GGSIPU Dwarka Campus
was well lit with a huge stage and tiny food
stalls in the perimeter. Guest artists including
Sukh-e, Ravatar, and Armaan Malik
performed during
Anugoonj 2023. Pupil teacher Apurva
Chhabra, from Gitarattan Institute of
Advanced Studies and Training took part in
Collage Making competition at Anugoonj.
Although, before the final competition, a
preliminary round was conducted on zonal
level. The topic given to us for collage
making was 'G20'. All the participants
gathered at the venue that was informed to
us prior and the competition was conducted
smoothly after proper registration. Apoorva
Chhabra stood 2nd rank in the preliminary
round and was finalized for the finals.
Therefore, she went for the final round at
GGSIPU main campus on 3rd March 2023.To
sum up, Anugoonj was not only a festival of
enjoyment, but also an excellent effort by the
university including all the people
involved, in giving students a platform to
explore, experiment, implement, and learn.



“Everyday is a fresh start, every day is a new beginning every morning we wake up is
the first Day of our new life” The virtual orientation programme was conducted for
second semester Students on March 2, 2023.As a part of the academic activity, the
programme was organised for second semester studentsof B.Ed., Gitarattan Institute of
Advanced Studies and Training from 9:00 am to 10: 00 am.A welcoming note was given
by coordinator Dr. Shikha Ranjan followed by faculty student interaction. She
motivated students with the help of a quote and guided us about how Life is about
accepting the challenges along the way, choosing to keep moving forward, and
savoring the journey.

AGAAZ 2023
VIRTUAL ORIENTATION PROGRAMME –B.ED II- SEMESTER

As a part of the academic activity, the programme was organised for second semester
students of B.Ed., Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and Training from 9:00 am to 10:
00 am.
A welcoming note was given by coordinator Dr. Shikha Ranjan followed by faculty student
interaction. She motivated students with the help of a quote and guided us about how Life is
about accepting the challenges along the way, choosing to keep moving forward, and
savoring the journey.She also marked the attendance of both the sections. Later on queries
related to MOOCs on SWAYAM PORTAL were also addressed by the coordinator. Dr. Shikha
Ranjan also informed Students about the Holi celebration at college in offline mode and
informed about the timings of the college for offline classes.
After first session by Dr. Shikha Ranjan, the programme was followed by different Professors
and they all explained about the syllabus its content, objectives, scope and discussed about
the practical subject wise. the major objective of this session was to:
Make students aware about the syllabus and course objectives.
To bridge the gap between students &amp; faculties.
To involve and learn about the career development process and develop their skills.
Importance of internal session tests.
The session was very interactive and informative. All the students actively participated in the
discussion.



KHELO HOLI NATURALLY & WOMEN’S DAY
POSTER MAKING COMPETITION

An inter house competition for poster making was organised in Gitarattan Institute of Advanced
Studies and Training on 6th March 2023.
The themes allocated for poster making were khelo Holi Naturally and womens’ day. These
themes were in reference to the activities suggested by ECO CLUB, DELHI. For this activity
the pupil teachers were allocated with their respective houses and then they formed groups
according to their choice. The divided group then chose any one of the above mentioned theme
and designed their posters according to the theme. Everyone participated with great zeal and
zest. Each group prepared eye catching posters that reflected the themes very well.The posters
were seemed to be speaking for the theme as they had strong slogans related to the theme .
The activity was conducted successfully and it made the pupil teachers to know about the
significance of the themes. It was a great experience for all the pupil teachers.

WOMEN’S DAY & HOLI CELEBRATION

GITARATTAN INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED STUDIES AND TRAINING organized the women’s day
and Holi celebration on 7th March 2023. It was a fun filled celebration with dance
performances by B.Ed & D.El.Ed 1st & 2nd year. Students recite poem on the theme women
empowerment and speech on the significance of Holi celebration. Teachers also participated
during the celebration. Dr. Shikha Ranjan along with Ms. Geetanjali ma’am performed on the
spot along with other teachers.



GENDER EQUALITY AND RIGHTS OF WOMEN
ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION

“Women are the largest untapped reservoir of talent in the world” - Hillary Clinton We at
Gitarattan Institute of Advanced studies and training believe in this and try to bring out the
hidden talent of the students. Keeping up with this thought, Giast institute had organized an
essay writing competition for the students of B.Ed. the theme for the essay writing competition
was “Gender equality and rights of women”. The competition was conducted on 7th March
through offline mode and all the students participated
enthusiastically. it was indeed a joyful experience for the students. We all enthusiastically
participated in the competition by exploring our imagination, enhancing our creative skills in
our own artistic
ways.

WATER CONSERVATION
STUDENT MARCH - SAVE WATER

To spread awareness about Water Conservation our college Gitarattan Institute of
Advanced studies and Training organised a campaign on 10th march 2023 in which all the
pupil teachers made banners and took out a rally by holding the posters. The rally was
done in the whole college & nearby street with shouting the slogans to make everyone
aware about water conservation.



A poster making competition on the topic WETLAND RESTORATION was organized in
Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and Training on 16th March 2023.
The pupil teachers had to draw a beautiful and attractive poster on wetland restoration on the
occasion of World wetland day. The activity was conducted group wise and the pupil teachers
participated in the groups of 4 to 5 students. Wetland restoration is the manipulation of a former
or degraded wetland’s physical, chemical, or biological characteristics to return to its natural
functions. The primary goals are providing wildlife habitat, improving water quality, and
providing flood protection. The activity was conducted successfully and the pupil teachers participated
enthusiastically in
this activity.

WETLAND RESTORATION
POSTER MAKING

EXTENSION LECTURE ON EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

All the B.Ed Trainees
and the faculty
attended the lecture
and it was a very
illuminating session
with Bhatia sir, as
usual, and we were
happy to have him
because his expertise
and direction are
always very
invaluable to us.



EXTENSION LECTURE ON ACTION RESEARCH
“NO RESEARCH WITHOUT ACTION, NO ACTION WITHOUT RESEARCH”

An Extension lecture on SOLVING SCHOOL PROBLEMS THROUGH ACTION RESEARCH
was
held on Tuesday, March 21, 2023, at the Giarattan Institute of Advanced Studies
and Training and the speaker was Dr. S.K. Bhatia (former Associate professor,
CIE,University of Delhi).He has stood as the institution’s anchor and is a foundation
of academic success in all spheres.
Dr. S.K. Bhatia sir started his lecture by sharing his own personel experience of
Army Public School, Subroto Park. He followed inductive approach to make all
understand the concept of Action Research in 1960.He then mentioned how this
extension lecture on action research will be beneficial for all the student teachers
and covers most of the crucial details related to the topic.After the brief
introduction, Dr. S.K.Bhatia talked about prof. Stefen M. Corey who give the
concept ofaction research. Then sir told us that action research simply means
solving a local problem in a local setting.It is necessary for educational practioners
to do action research for improving the learning process.We further discussed
about process involved in the action research including designing, collecting data,
analysis of problem involved and the outcome and corrective strategies for solving
problems. Afterward sir discussed about purpose of action research. Sir told us that
action research is beneficial for us while writing teachers diary in future andsetting
instructional and learning objectives. After discussing all the aspects of action
research, sirconcluded the lecture by giving various examples in which action
research can be done. It includes problems like truancy in class, remedying an
inattentive student, improving students’ handwriting and
many more. All the B.Ed trainees and faculty attended the lecture and it was a very
illuminating session with Bhatia  sir,as usual we are happy to have him becase his
expertise and direction are always very valuable to us.
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Earth Day
National seminar
Case Study Challenge
Video Making Competition
Extension Lecture
Extension Workshop 



EARTH DAY CELEBRATION 

THEME OF THE ACTIVITY: POSTER MAKING 

An activity was organised in Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and Training on April 21,
2023; Friday. The objective of the activity was to celebrate and express our love for the planet
and making our sustainability aspirations known. Students from each house have reflected their
sincerity towards mother earth through beautiful craft work. This activity gave us the
opportunity to combine nature and art while representing an important day.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PARTICIPANTS(LIKE INDUSTRY EXPERTS, STUDENTS, FACULTY, ETC):

An activity was organised in Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and Training on April
21, 2023; Friday. The objective of the activity was to celebrate and express our love for the
planet and making our sustainability aspirations known. Students from each house have
reflected their sincerity towards mother earth through beautiful craft work. This activity
gave
us the opportunity to combine nature and art while representing an important day. Students
have expressed their appreciation of nature through abstraction, flat brushstrokes, and dark
lines. By reducing nature to its simplest form, shapes, the drawings were Introspective and
meditative, aiming to create “harmony parallel with nature.” In the activity, one or more
students as a group initiated and came forward to put light on the theme. This activity took
place in pedagogy room. It helped the students in connecting oneness with the environment
through various forms of folk art.



This National Seminar aims to review one of the highlighting spot of NEP envisaging the potential

side of Vocational education. The National Seminar was conducted on December 8th April 2023 at

Google Meet application. Various scholars, directors, students from the walk of education from

different college &amp; universities participated in the seminar. Few of them also presented their

paper. Certificate was given to all.

NATIONAL SEMINAR ON “BOOSTING ECONOMY BY STREAMLINING
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS”



CASE STUDY CHALLENGES

A CASE STUDY BASED movie screening Taare Zameen Par was organised in college as a part of
B.ed curriculum of Reading and Reflecting on text. The objective of this course is to develop
proficiency in reading reflecting and responding to a variety of written texts as well as various
audio- visual resources in different ways. Therefore, the movie Tare Zameen par by Aamir
Khan and Amol Gupte was screened for the student-teachers on 17.04.2023, Monday in the
college AV room.



THEME OF ACTIVITY 

INSTRUCTIONAL AID

Gitarattan institute of advance studies and training believe in giving the best insights to

the students. Keeping up with this thought, B.Ed faculty had organised an extension

lecture for Pedagogy on the topic “teaching aid for maps and globe” which was taken up

by Ms. Ravita on 3 rd April 2023.

The focus was to make the students aware

of the relevance of the subject and why it is

important to understand the maps and globe

beforehand. She pointed out the importance

of audio-visual aids that are considered to

be the most useful teaching aid, used in

social science.



EXTENSION WORKSHOP

NURTURING LIFE SKILLS CORE ESSENTIAL FOR 21STCENTURY TEACHERS

THEME OF ACTIVITY 

AN EXTENSION LECTURE WAS ORGANIZED ON NURTURING LIFE SKILLS BY 

DR. SUBHASH CHANDER ON 20 APRIL 2023.

The workshop started with beautiful welcome note given by one of our classmates . She gave

introduction about educational qualifications and achievements of the speaker. Dr. Subhash

started the lecture with a very simple yet very intriguing question i.e. “what is the most

important thing for a teacher?” This question really made all of us think that is the most

important factor for a teacher . As we all are budding teachers we all should have one thing

which we feel is the most important thing which defines the personal believes of a teacher

.Life skills are the combination of competencies , skills and attitude . Life skills helps people

to make informed decisions and solve the challenges faced. In our lives
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Mega Job Fair 
Extension Workshop 
Extension Lecture 
Excursion 
Inter College Fest 
Mock Interview 
National Technology Day 
Workshop 



A mega job fair for the B.ED 2 nd Year
students of GITARATTAN INSTITUTE OF
ADVANCED STUDIESAND TRAINING was
organized on 26 th May’2023 where
various institutes were invited to the
college premises. The students of GIAST
enthusiastically participated and took
the opportunity to get firsthand
experience about the various institute
and schools. This fair not only became
the medium of informing the students
about the professional world but also
served as an apt forum to create and
build consciousness among the future
teachers.  The job fair,
also referred commonly as a
career fair or career exposure, is an
event in which employers, recruiters,
and schoolsgive information to
potential employees. It served as a
medium of dissemination of skills that
the institution look in candidates.

MEGA JOB FAIR__________ __________

THEME OF ACTIVITY 

MEGA JOB FAIR

EXTENSION LECTURE 
__________ __________

THEME OF ACTIVITY 

EXTENSION LECTURE ON ENTREPRENEUR

An extension workshop was held on 1ST MAY’2023 at the auditorium on the theme of Business
Plan [Entrepreneurs] . The speaker was Ms. Komal Sharma , alumni ofGitarattan Institute Of
Advanced Studies And Training. And currently she is associated with cbse affiliated renowned
school as a Business Studies teacher. ms. Komal started with a basic introduction about the
business plan , how to write the B.Plan and the importance of having a business plan. And how
B.Plan helps us to overcome that problem.



EXCURSION
__________ __________

THEME OF ACTIVITY 
EXCURSION TO BHARAT DARSHAN

Learning does not happen solely from theoretical knowledge but it comes through experiences.
Tapping into the diverse possibilities which experiential learning offers Gitarattan Institute of
Advanced Studies and Training Delhi organized an excursion to Bharat Darshan Park on 4th
April, 2023.

The trip was organized for first and second year
Bachelor of Education students. The excursion started
on a positive note as Dr. Shikha Ranjan, professor
Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and
Training, briefed thestudents about the various
heritage sites.

They clicked pictures and admired
the scriptures on which were
mentioned the details of those
monuments.
Exemplifying on the three R’s-
Reduce, Reuse and Recycle, this
excursion envisaged the importance
of wastE management. Bharat
Darshan Park altered the
students&#39; opinions as they
understood the importance ofnature
andthrough the lens of the replicas
of the monuments learned how
waste can be transformed to such
magnificent art.

INTERSCHOOL COLLEGE FEST__________ __________
MOSAIC 2K23

THEME OF ACTIVITY 

The event commenced with cordially inviting the guest of honour, Ms. Sonia Jindal, Principal,
Gitarattan institute of Advanced Studies and Training. Further, the guest of honour and the faculty
were invited to light the
ceremonial lamp as a tribute to mother Saraswati. The occasion was graced with a classical dance
performance on Ganesh Vandana.



MOCK INTERVIEW
____________________

The panel interview was upheld by the esteemed Mr.Rajesh Kr (PGT English), Ms.Ravita (TGT
Social Science),and Ms. Komal Sharma (PFT Commerce). The co-assistant interviewers in the
panel interview were Ms. Nilda PGT Physics), Ms Sangeeta (TGT English) and Ms. Anita (TGT
Science). the interviewers asked extensive questions related to the course content, and teaching
strategies which would be implemented in the classroom. This mock interview enabled the
student-teachers to comprehend the interview strategy to crack the interview round. The mock
interview came to fruition as the feedback was given to the student teachers 

NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY DAY
__________ __________

REEL MAKING COMPETITION
On occasion of national Technology Day, Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and
Training organized reel making competition on the topic of “Make your own story on
nature,” on May 12th, 2023.

WORKSHOP
__________ __________

A workshop titled &quot;The Impact of Guidance and Counselling on Personality&quot; was
organized on 18th May 2023, featuring Dr. Priti Sambhalwal as the guest lecturer. The
workshop began with a warm welcome from one of ourclassmates, who introduced Dr. Priti,
highlighting her educational qualifications and achievements.
Dr. Priti commenced the workshop with an engaging activity that involved self- assessment.
Participants were Encouraged to reflect on their strengths, weaknesses, struggles in
overcoming those weaknesses, and seeking help when needed. These thought-provoking
questions fostered introspection and self-awareness among the attendees. subsequently, Dr.
Priti discussed various topics that play vital roles in the guidance and counselling process,
inluding Personality trait, Cognitive Styles, Self-Concept, and Motivation.



WORKSHOP__________ __________

WORKSHOP ON CRAFT &AMP; ART : CREATIVE IDEAS

“ART IS A WAY OF SURVIVAL”

A workshop was conducted
on creative ideas by
Mrs.Sheetal Chopra on 10
May 2023 to teach- Stencil
art on fabric Art using clay
canvas painting

Ms.Sheetal Chopra ma’am explained about fabric painting in detail, she picked a fabric which
was a t-shirt andexplained how to effectively paint it using vibrant colors. Students were told to
use any kind of fabric like tablecloth, handkerchief. She explained in detail about how to use
stencil in fabric painting.She prompted students to use creative ideas to make their own stencils
and also demonstrated how to prepare a stencil of a flower design.students listened keenly and
enjoyed it. After fabric painting ma’am introduced canvas painting and showed a painting of
Krishna’s feet to students so that they could get an example as to how make a lovely canvas art
work, students were all enthralled to paint the canvas they brought. Teacher helped students by
giving them hints and helped them with colors and how to do tracing. She gave some important
suggestions about using different colours on the Canvas. Ma&#39;am was appreciative of the
creative energy around, gave inputs into each student’s work to help express their own
imagination.



EXTENSION WORKSHOP__________ __________
THEME OF ACTIVITY 

DIGITAL TOOL ASSESSMENT

The digital tool assessment workshop for the B.Ed program students was conducted on
23/05/2023. The objective of the workshop was to equip the students with the necessary
skills to evaluate and assess digital tools for educational purposes. The workshop aimed to
enhance their understanding of various digital tools and theirpotential impact on teaching
and learning.
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Excursion
Webinar & Seminar 
Quiz Competition 
Poster Making
Rangoli Making
Extension 
Workshop 
Co curricular Activity 



VISIT TO ALL INDIA CONFEDERATION OF THE BLIND

EXCURSION 
THEME  OF ACTIVITY 

Disability is merely a mindset, and there is an urgent need to make a

change. A vision to change mindset and to view the infrastructural

facilities available for the children with special abilities,

Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and Training organized a visit

to All India Confederation of The Blind on 02.06.2023.

WEBINAR AND SEMINAR

THEME OF ACTIVITY 
NIPUN BHARAT : FLN

A special seminar on NIPUN BHARAT was conducted by Ms. Balbir Kaur, providing valuableinsights and

information. The seminar focused on the National initiative for Proficiency in Readingwith

Understanding Numeracy (NIPUN BHARAT) and its significance in improving the educationsystem,

particularly for children between the ages of 3 and 9. Implemented in 2022, this scheme aimsto

enhance the educational experience of children and is aligned with the National Education

Policy(NPE).

Ms. Kaur highlighted the concept of teaching students in their mother tongue before

introducing a second language, usually English. This approach enhances understanding and

comprehension. Emphasizing vocabulary development as a crucial component, she stated that

by the age of 3, students should be able to write a sentence to facilitate their understanding of

subsequent concepts.



__________ __________QUIZ COMPETITION
THEME OF ACTIVITY 

CYBER SECURITY 

In light of this, Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies &amp; Training organized a quiz

competition on the cyber security under the CCA (co-curricular activities) on

06.06.2023.Students were dividedaccording to their houses, and separate teams were

created in each house. A teacher was assigned to each house for conducting the verbal quiz.
It was a very

informative and

enriching Quiz for the

participants. The

winners were

announced as per each

House Group. The quiz

fulfilled the objective

of awarding students

to the concept of cyber

security. The length

and depth of

knowledge that

students gained from

this activity was

simply unparalleled

resulting in an

enthralling experience

for them.

POSTER MAKING

THEME OF ACTIVITY 
FOUNDATIONAL LITERACY & NUMERACY

Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and Training has organized several events and competitions

Under the G-20 series of programs where students celebrated India’s G-20 presidency and spread the

Message of “Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam”.

They passionately made innovative posters with heartwarming slogans. Thecompetition was

held for duration of 2 hours. After completing the posters, the students explained the

posters what were made and also explained the motto behindmaking the posters. The activity

wasvery interactive and students participated with great enthusiasm.



RANGOLI MAKING__________ __________

The Rangoli Making Competition on the topic

“G20” was organized by the Ministry of

Education, Governmen of India at the

prestigious Gitarattan Institute of Advanced

Studies and Training, Rohini, Delhi. Rangoli,

a traditional Indian art form, involves

creating intricate and colorful designs on

the ground using colored powders,

flowers, and other natural materials. The

event aimed to celebrate the significance of

the G20 and promote the

rich cultural heritage of India. The main

objectives were to encourage creativity and

artistic expression among participants, to

showcase the importance of G20 and its

impact on global economies, to foster a

sense of nationalpride and cultural

appreciation and to promote the traditional

art form of rangoli.

THEME OF ACTIVITY 

G20 

EXTENSION LECTURE

THEME OF THE ACTIVITY: 
SCHOOL PRACTICES IN CONTEXT OF DRINKING

An extension lecture on ‘Environmental
Issues’ was delivered at GITARATTAN
INSTITUTE OFADVANCED STUDIES AND
TRAINING by Nida Hussain, Pgt
physics.She focused on two crucial aspects
of environmental conservation in the
school setting – drinking
water management and garbage
management. These are pressing concerns
that require our attention and immediate
action. By understanding the importance
of these practices and implementing
effective
solutions, we can contribute to a healthier
and more sustainable environment.
Ma’am begin byexamining the significance
of drinking water management within our
school premises.
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WORKSHOP
THEME OF ACTIVITY 

GENDER &SCHOOL

AN EXCLUSIVE SESSION FOR THE STUDENTS OF GITARATTAN INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED STUDIES

AND TRAINING WAS ORGANIZED ON THE TOPIC “GENDER AND SCHOOL” BY TGT SOCIAL SCIENCE,

MS. RAVITA SINGH. The Speakers charming and energetic personality set the
environment for open discussions about
gender related issues and special focus was given to the
problems related to current women status in the society.
Students took part in the discussion enthusiastically and
expressed their opinions about the current scenario. 

Suggestions and necessarychanges that
needs to be brought in this society was
discussed and strategies to implement
gender sensitization was highlighted
during the whole discussion.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITY  
THEME OF THE ACTIVITY 

PUPPET SHOW

Puppet show was conducted on new creative stories and

ideas by B.Ed 2 nd year 4 th semesterstudents on 09.06.2023.

This activity was group activity. Each group had 10 students.

There were total 10 groups. Each group presented there

creative story and innovative ideas on various topics like

environment, social life, moral values, education, etc.

Puppet show was conducted on new creative stories

and ideas by b.Ed 2 nd year 4 th semester students on

09.06.2023. This activity was group activity. Each group

had 10 students. There were total 10 groups. Each group

presented there creative story and innovative ideas on

various topics like environment, social life, moral

values, education, etc.



Extension Lecture

HOW TO PREPARE FOR AN INTERVIEW

THEME OF ACTIVITY 

B.Ed final year students are at threshold to work and serve the school for which they

getselected. So, to guide them about interview skills, an extension lecture on the topic “How

to prepare for an interview” was conducted in Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and

Training (GIAST),Rohini on 23rd June 2023 under the guidance of Principal, Prof. Sonia Jindal,

in which all the students and several Staff members of GIAST participated.
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Extension Lecture 
Orientation Day 
Mehandi / Rakhi Makhi
Talent Hunt 



EXTENSION LECTURE

NEED AND IMPORTANCE OF THEMATIC ASSEMBLY AND MAINTENANCE OF
RECORDS AND TIME – TABLE.

“Education is not the filling of a pot but the lighting of a fire.”- WB YEATS An extension lecture was
held on the 25th of August in the Gitaratan Institute of Advanced Studies &amp;Training on the
theme of the Importance of thematic assembly and maintenance of records and timetables. The
lecture was conducted by Mr. Gulab Singh Sharma who is an educationalist with years of profound
experience as headmaster in the directorate of education and deputy secretary of Sanskrit, having
completed his master’s and M-Phil from the esteemed Delhi University. The icebreaking session done
by sir reiterated the importance of interaction and emphasized the ability to divert from traditional
and conventional teaching methods and make the teaching less monotonous. He focused on
understanding the emotions and psychology of students as sympathy is imperative.

B.ED SEMESTER III - ORIENTATION DAY

DEDICATED TO EFFECTIVE TEACHING

The Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies recently conducted the Orientation Day for

the thirdsemester of the Bachelor of Education (B.Ed) program, marking a pivotal moment

for the aspiring educators enrolled in the program. This semester holds great importance as

it focuses on refining the skills essential for proficient teaching, with a strong emphasis on

practical training and internships.

The orientation commenced with Ms. Shikha Ranjan, who provided an insightful
introduction to the course curriculum, the underlying rationale, and the key objectives of
the semester. The faculty members proceeded to share their expertise, sequentially
unveiling the core skills indispensable for effective teaching and learning. the third
semester has been meticulously structured to equip students with the indispensable
proficiencies and knowledge requisite for impactful teaching. The enlightening orientation
has oppened doors to the realm of possibilities within this semester, fostering a strong
sense of anticipationfor the learning journey ahead. The Orientation Day for the B.Ed
program&#39;s third semester has effectively set the stage for an immersive educational
experience tailored to cultivate future educators.The fusion of comprehensive training
sessions and hands-on internships ensures that students are fortified with a
comprehensive skill set, profound knowledge, and practical exposure—qualities
essential for them to evolve into adept and influential educators. This semester stands as a
remarkable stride toward nurturing well-rounded individuals poised to shape the future
landscape of education.



MEHENDI/RAKHI MAKING

RAKSHA BANDHAN CELEBRATION

The competition allowed participants to choose either
Mehendi or Rakhi making as per their interest or
preference. It was mandatory for all students to take
part in this Co-Curricular Activity (CCA). The atmosphere
was filled with joy, excitement, and a spirit of readiness
as students got involved in the event. Some students
exhibited their creativity directly on their own hands
using Mehendi cones, while others decided to showcase
their talents on paper. Not stopping there, some even
ventured into making beautiful tattoos on their hands.
The participants thoroughly enjoyed taking part in the
CCA activity and displayed exceptional flair and skills in
their respective endeavors. The competition served as a
platform for the students to showcase their artistic
abilities and talents, further motivating them to excel in
any task they undertake. Overall, the event was a
resounding success and showcased the immense
potential and talent present within the student
community at Gitarattan Institute of Advanced
Studies and Training.

TALENT HUNT

OPEN
multitude of participants eagerly joined, driven by the desire to exhibit their skills. The
event commenced with a captivating dance performance that set the tone for the day.
Following that, stand-up comedians took the stage, evoking hearty laughter from the
audience. Confident voices resonated as students adeptly narrated stories, sharing glimpses
of their personal journeys. The gifted dancers left smiles on spectators&#39; faces, while
the solo singers kindled a wish to possess similar vocal prowess. the talent show
encompassed a diverse spectrum of events including classical music renditions and both solo
and group dance performances. Pupil teachers garnered medals across various domains,
illustrating their multifaceted achievements. Under one roof, a myriad of talents converged,
highlighting the success of the talent hunt as an exceptional platform for unearthing hidden
abilities. Pupil teachers enthusiastically embraced the talent hunt, illuminating their
impressive aptitude and their unwavering commitment to excellence in every endeavor.


